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SUPERSYMMETRY (AT LARGE tan �)AND FLAVOUR PHYSICSPiotr H. Chankowskia and Janusz Rosieka;baInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandbPhysik Department, Tehnishe Universität MünhenD-85748 Garhing, Germany(Reeived July 3, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayReent development in exploring �avour dynamis in the supersym-metri extension of the Standard Model is reviewed. Emphasis is put onpossible interesting e�ets in b-physis arising for large values of tan� bothin the ase of minimal �avour violation and in the ase of �avour violationoriginating in the sfermion setor. The importane of the �avour hangingneutral Higgs boson ouplings generated by the salar penguin diagramsand their role in the interplay of neutral B-meson mixing and B0d;s ! �+��deays is disussed. It is pointed out that observation of the B0d ! �+��deay with BR at the level & 3�10�8 would be a strong indiation of non-minimal �avour violation in the quark setor. Possible impat of �avourviolation in the slepton setor on neutrino physis is also disussed.PACS numbers: 12.15.Mm, 12.60.Jv, 13.20.He, 14.60.Pq1. IntrodutionPhysis of �avour and of CP violation ontinues to be an interestingsubjet to study in various extensions of the Standard Model (SM). On onehand, before the advent of LHC and linear olliders, whih will enable usto probe energies muh above the eletroweak sale diretly, rare proessesintensively studied in numerous experiments are the �rst plae where thee�ets of new physis � i.e. virtual e�ets of new partiles � an most likelybe deteted. On the other hand, studies of baryogenesis [1℄ strongly suggestthat the SM with its unique soure of CP violation and known partileontent is unable to explain the baryon to photon density number ratio,nB=n � 10�9, observed in the Universe, given the present lower limit on(2329)



2330 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiekthe Higgs boson mass. This supports expetations that some deviations fromthe SM preditions will eventually be enountered in the ongoing or plannedpreision studies of rare and CP violating proesses. Finally, the �rst diretindiation of inadequay of the SM has also to do with �avour physis �namely with neutrino osillations. Explanation of the observed neutrinoosillations requires the introdution of �avour mixing (and perhaps also ofCP violation) in the lepton setor. While the SM an easily be extended todesribe neutrino osillations, there are strong theoretial arguments thatthe observed phenomena have their origin in physis at energy sales muhhigher than the eletroweak sale.Physis of �avour in the framework of supersymmetri extension of theStandard Model was also always in the entre of Stefan Pokorski's interest.It is therefore a pleasure to devote this artile to him. The subjet is ofourse too vast to be reviewed here in all details. Instead we onentrate onits most interesting in our opinion aspets. These inlude reent investiga-tions of the supersymmetri e�ets in b-physis arising for large tan � andin the neutrino setor. In this ontext it is appropriate to reall here thatsystemati investigations of supersymmetry at large tan � begun with theStefan Pokorski's seminal paper [2℄.2. Flavour violation: minimal and generalised minimalExtensions of the SM an be divided into two broad lasses: models inwhih the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix (CKM) in the quark setorand Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata matrix (MNS) in the lepton setor are the onlysoures of �avour and CP violation and models in whih there are entirelynew soures of �avour and/or CP violation. Both options an be realizedindependently in the quark and lepton setors of the simplest supersymmet-ri extension of the SM � the MSSM � and it is the experimental task ofutmost importane to establish whih one is realized in Nature.If the CKM matrix is the only soure of �avour and CP violation inthe quark setor, the natural question is what is the impat of new physison the determination of its elements. In partiular one wants to know thevalue of the Vtd element whih is needed e.g. to predit the rate of the deayB0d ! �+�� and other interesting rare proesses. It is also important to seeif the onsisteny of the determination of the CKM matrix elements fromdi�erent proesses imposes any onstraints on the MSSM parameters.The CKM matrix V is most onveniently parameterised as follows [3℄:V = 0� 1� �2=2 � A�3(�� i�)�� 1� �2=2 A�2A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 1 1A+O(�4):



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2331The Wolfenstein parameters � � 0:222 � 0:0018 and A � 0:83 � 0:06are rather aurately determined from transitions dominated by tree levelontributions, and are hene insensitive to new physis. At present, pro-esses of this kind put also some onstraints on the remaining two (on-veniently resaled [4℄) parameters �� � � (1 � �2=2) and �� � � (1 � �2=2).The value of the ombination Rb � p��2 + ��2 is onstrained to0:27 . Rb . 0:46 by the result jVubj=jVbj = 0:08 � 0:02 (at 95 % C.L.)extrated from the harmless B deays. The CP violating time dependentasymmetry in the B !  KS deay onstrains the phase �ut of the Vtd ele-ment: Vtd = jVtdje�i�ut . In minimal models this asymmetry is simply givenby sin 2�ut. The average of the measurements done at BaBar and Bellegives sin 2�ut = 2��(1� ��)=p(1� ��)2 + ��2 = 0:78 � 0:08 [5℄. There are alsoprospets for extrating from suh proesses also the phase ut of the Vubelement: Vub = jVubje�iut . However, large theoretial and experimentalunertainties still prevent preise determination of �� and �� exlusively fromtree level dominated proesses.Parameters �� and �� are also extrated from measurements of theB0s;d� �B0s;d meson mass di�erenes �Ms;d and of the parameter "K of CPviolation in the neutral kaon system. This allows to overonstrain the val-ues of �� and �� and test the assumption of minimal �avour and CP violationin the quark setor. However, sine all the three quantities are loop indued,the new physis an ontribute to relevant amplitudes. Therefore, the val-ues of �� and �� determined from �Ms;d and "K an signi�antly depend onnew physis. One an also expet that onsisteny of the CKM parametersdetermination puts some onstraints on new physis.To ompute �Ms;d and "K one integrates out from the theory all thestates with masses & MW and onstruts the e�etive Hamiltonian of theform He� = G2FM2W16�2 XX �XCKMCXOX ; (1)where OX are the loal four-quark operators (X labels di�erent Lorentzstrutures: X =VLL, VRR, VLR, SLL, SRR, SLR, TL, and TR) and�XCKMCX are their Wilson oe�ients. An important feature of the minimal�avour violation is the fatorisation of the Wilson oe�ients into �XCKMwhih depends only on the CKM matrix elements and CX whih to (a goodapproximation) are real numbers.At the level of the e�etive Hamiltonian (1) models of new physis inwhih the CKM matrix is the only soure of �avour and CP violation in thequark setor an be further divided into two broad lasses [6℄:



2332 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiek� The MFV (minimal �avour violation) models � truly minimal ones, inwhih, just as in the SM, only CVLL Wilson oe�ient is non-negligibleand CVLL responsible for B0s;d� �B0s;d and K0� �K0 meson mixing are allequal (universal value of CVLL).� The GMFV (generalised minimal �avour violation) models � in whihmore CX are non-negligible and/or are non-universal.As we shall see, the MSSM an be of either type, depending on the ratiov2=v1 � tan � of the vauum expetation values of the two Higgs bosondoublets.Basi formulae used to determine �� and �� read (see e.g. Refs. [6, 7℄ forfurther details): �� �(1� ��)A2�2F " + P�A2B̂K = 0:204 ; (2)where the number on the r.h.s. stems from the measured value "K =2:28 � 10�3, and�Md = G2FM2W16�2 MBd�BB̂BdF 2Bd jV �tbVtdj2jF dj / B̂BdF 2Bd j(1� ��)� i��j2jF dj ;�Ms = G2FM2W16�2 MBs�BB̂BsF 2Bs jV �tbVtsj2jF sj / B̂BsF 2BsF s : (3)In Eqs. (2), (3) �2 = 0:57 and �B = 0:55 summarise the short distaneQCD orretions to CVLL Wilson oe�ients and P = 0:30 � 0:05 is theknown harmed quark loop ontribution to "K . Fators B̂K � 0:85 � 0:15,B̂BdF 2Bd � (230� 40 MeV)2 and B̂BsF 2Bs � (265� 40 MeV)2 [8℄ parameter-ising matrix elements of the standard VLL operators are the biggest souresof unertainties. The three fators F ", F d and F s an be expressed in termsof the Wilson oe�ients CX , their QCD RG running and matrix elementsof the operators OX for X 6= VLL. In a onrete model of new physis suhas e.g. the MSSM, F ", F d and F s are alulable funtions of its parame-ters1. The distintion between MFV and GMFV models is re�eted in thatin the formers F " = F d = F s whereas in the latter models all F i an bedi�erent. In the SM F " = F d = F s = FSM = S0( �mt) � 2:38 � 0:11 for�mt(mt) = 166 � 5 GeV.1 All the matrix elements of the operators OX , also for X 6=VLL, are now known fromlattie alulations [9, 10℄. Nevertheless, the unertainties in their values still intro-due some unertainty in the fators F i whih depend, apart from Wilson oe�ientsand alulable QCD RG fators, also on the ratios of these matrix elements to thematrix element of the standard VLL operator.



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2333The measured B0d� �B0d mass di�erene, �Md = 0:496=ps, puts the on-straint2 1:04 . pjF djRt � pjF djj1 � �� � i��j . 1:69. The role of �Mswhih does not depend diretly on �� and �� is twofold. Firstly, as followsfrom Eqs. (3), any new physis model must be suh that F s it gives rise tosatis�es [11℄ 0:52��Ms15=ps� < ���� F sFSM ���� < 1:29� �Ms15=ps� : (4)Sine at present only the lower limit on the B0s� �B0s mass di�erene is known,�Ms > 15=ps, the fator F s is bounded only from below. Seondly, onemeasured, �Ms ombined with �Md will allow for more preise determina-tion of jVtdj / j1� ���i��j beause the ratio �2 of F 2BsB̂Bs to F 2BdB̂Bd is knownwith better auray than these fators individually: � = 1:15 � 0:06 [13℄.For given F s=F d, the value of Rt is then determined, from the formulaRt � j1� ��� i��j = 0:82 ��15=ps�Ms �s����F sF d ���� :Note that Rt determined in this way is universal in the whole lass of MFVmodels for whih F s=F d = 1. In ontrast, in GMFV models the extratedvalue of Rt does depend on new physis ontributions to F s and/or F d.
dI dJdJ dI~C�i~C

�j~tk ~tl dI dJdJ dIttH+ H+ dI dJdJ dIttW+ H+
Fig. 1. Contribution of the hargino-stop and harged Higgs (W�) boson boxdiagrams to F ", F d and F s in the MSSM. Crossed diagrams are not shown.3. Supersymmetri ontributions to F ", F s and F dDominant supersymmetri ontributions to F ", F s and F d for small andmoderate values of the ratio of the two MSSM Higgs boson doublets vauumexpetation values v2=v1 � tan� are well studied [14, 15℄. They arise from2 All bounds and allowed ranges of various quantities quoted in this artile are obtainedby sanning over all unertainties within their respetive 1� ranges.



2334 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiekbox diagrams shown in Fig. 1 and for 2 . tan� . 20 give F "=F d=F s�F .Thus, for not too large values of tan � the MSSM is of the MFV type.Maximal values F=FSM & 1:4 are reahed for lightest spartiles still notexluded by diret supersymmetry searhes and tan� as small as possible3.With inreasing tan � and/or inreasing spartile and harged Higgs bosonmasses the value of F=FSM dereases to 1 [14, 15℄.
h0,H0,A0(dL)I (dR)J
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(dR)I(dL)J h0,H0,A0(dL)I (dR)J
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Fig. 2. Double penguin diagram ontributing to CSLL1 , CSRR1 and CLR2 Wilsonoe�ients, respetively in the MSSM with large tan ��.As has been found reently [11, 16, 17℄ (see also [12℄), for large values oftan �, � 50, the Wilson oe�ient CSLL, CSRR and CSLR of the e�etiveHamiltonian (1) an reeive very large ontributions from the so-alled dou-ble salar penguin diagrams (formally two-loop) shown in Fig. 2. The originof the �avour hanging ouplings of the neutral Higgs bosons an be easiestunderstood in the e�etive Lagrangian approah [16, 18, 19℄ (see also [20℄):due to the triangle (salar penguin) diagram shown in Fig. 3(a), integratingout spartiles (but not the Higgs bosons) in the approximation of unbro-ken eletroweak symmetry generates the Yukawa oupling of the Hu Higgsdoublet to down-type quarks that is not present in the original MSSM La-grangian. Thus, in the low energy e�etive Lagrangian both Higgs doublets,Hd and Hu, ouple to down-type quarks and this, after the eletroweaksymmetry breaking, gives rise to the tree level �avour hanging ouplings ofA0, h0 and H0.For the transitions dI �dJ $ dJ �dI the double penguin diagrams giveCSLL = � �em4�s2W m4tM4Wm2dJX2tC tan4 � ��os2 �M2H + sin2 �M2h � sin2 �M2A � ;CSLR = � �em2�s2W m4tM4W mdJmdIX2tC tan4 � ��os2 �M2H + sin2 �M2h + sin2 �M2A � :3 Reall also, that for the top squarks lighter than 1 TeV in the range 1 . tan� . 2 isexluded by the unsuessful searh of the lightest Higgs boson at LEP.



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2335Hu
dJ qI~Hd ~Hu~q ~ua)

Hu
dJ qI~g ~g~d ~d ~qb)

Hu
dJ qI~g ~g~d ~q~q)Fig. 3. Diagrams generating �avour hanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings. ~q, ~uand ~d denote eletroweak eigenstates. Diagrams b) and ) ontribute only in thease of non-minimal �avour violation arising from squark mass matries (Se. 5).(CSRR is obtained from CSLL by replaing m2dJ by m2dI .) XtC is given byXtC = 2Xj=1 Z2j+ Z2j� AtmCjH2(xt=Cj1 ; xt=Cj2 );where xt=Cji = M2~ti=m2Cj , i; j = 1; 2 are the ratios of the stop and harginomasses squared, the matries Z+ and Z� are de�ned in Ref. [21℄ andH2(x; y) = x lnx(1� x)(x� y) + y ln y(1� y)(y � x) :Beause for MA > MZ and tan � � 1 one has M2H �M2A, sin� � 0, the o-e�ients CSLL and CSRR are suppressed [17℄. It turns out however, that forsu�iently large stop mixing parameter At the double penguin ontributionto CSLR for the b�s $ s�b transition is signi�ant despite the suppression bythe strange quark mass. Inserting numbers one �ndsCSLR � �4:64 ��200 GeVMA �2�tan�50 �4X2tCfor mb = 2:7 GeV, ms = 60 MeV at the sale Q = mt, MH = MA andsin� = 0. For tan� � 50, XtC � O(1) and CP-odd Higgs boson not tooheavy this is omparable with the value of the Wilson oe�ient of the stan-dard VLL operator: CVLL = 4S0( �mt) � 9:5. The ratio CSLR=CVLL is fur-ther inreased by the QCD RG e�ets [22℄: CSLR(4:6 GeV) = 2:23 CSLR(mt)while CVLL(4:6 GeV) = 0:84 CVLL(mt). For the transitions b �d $ d�band d�s $ s �d similar double penguin ontributions to CSLR are negligi-ble being suppressed by md=ms � 0:06 and md=mb � 0:001, respetively.Thus, for large values of tan� the MSSM beomes of the GMFV type withF " � F d � FSM 6= F s and F s=FSM < 1.



2336 P.H. Chankowski, J. RosiekThe important features of the double penguin ontribution to CSLR arethe following: it grows as tan4 �, it is always negative leading to F s < FSMand is diretly sensitive to the top squarks mixing (CSLR / At). Moreoverit does not vanish if all the spartile mass parameters are uniformly saledup (non-deoupling e�et). It does however vanish as the inverse square ofthe Higgs setor mass sale set by MA.Figure 4 showing onstraints from di�erent experimental data in the(��; ��) plane allows to disuss the value of Vtd in the two senarios: MSSMwith small and large tan� as a funtion of measured in the future value of�Ms. (Rt / jVtdj equals the length of the line onneting a given point inthe (��; ��) plane with the point (1; 0).)

Fig. 4. Ranges of (��; ��) allowed at 1� for �Ms = (15:0�0:5)=ps (upper panel) and(20:0�0:5)=ps (lower panel) for sin 2�ut = 0:78�0:08 and di�erent values of F s=F d(marked in the �gures). Blak spots orrespond to F s=F d = 1. Dotted (dashdotted) lines show the onstraint on (��; ��) from "K (Eq. (2)) for F " = FSM (forF " = 1:3FSM in the upper and for F " = 1:5FSM in the lower panels, respetively)Solid semiirles mark the range of Rb �p��2 + ��2 allowed by jVub=Vbj.In the MFV-type MSSM with small tan �, and also in the SM, F s=F d = 1and �� and �� are bound to lie inside the blak spots in �gure 4 whih areompatible (for sin 2�ut . 0:78) with the onstraints imposed on Rb bythe value of jVub=Vbj. Therefore, Vtd determined from jVub=Vbj (/ Rb),�Ms=�Md (/ Rt) and the asymmetry measured in the B !  KS deay



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2337(= sin 2�ut) in the MFV-type MSSM and in the SM is the same: jVtdj =(7:75�9:5)�10�3 (Rt = 0:90�0.99) for�Ms = (15�0:5)=ps and jVtdj = (6:7�8:2)� 10�3 (Rt = 0:78�0.85) for �Ms = (20� 0:5)=ps. Taking into aountthe onstraint imposed on �� and �� by "K does not hange anything for �Mslose to 20/ps (the shaded region lies entirely between the two "K hyperbolaeeven for F " = 1:5). On the other hand, if the value of �Ms is lose to itspresent lower limit of 15/ps, it follows from (4) that F " = F d = F s mustbe smaller than � 1:3 (MSSM parameters leading to F " bigger than 1.3 areexluded) 4. Only for F " lose to 1.3 an the upper edge of allowed Rt values(and therefore of jVtdj) determined from the �t to the data be slightly lowerthan in the SM. We onlude therefore that from the pratial point of viewthe value of Vtd in the SM and in the MFV type MSSM is the same. Notealso, that in this senario the fators FBsqB̂Bs and FBdqB̂Bd are positivelyorrelated in the sense that, for �xed �Ms, bigger values of F " = F d = F srequire both these fators to assume simultaneously values from the lowerparts of their respetive ranges obtained from lattie alulations.In the MSSM with tan� � 50 F " = F d = FSM and F s=F d = F s=FSM <1. The absolute bound (4) does not allow for jF s=F dj < 0:5 for�Ms = 15/psbut the inspetion of the upper panel of �gure 4 shows that the ombinationof onstraints imposed on �� and �� by "K (dotted lines) and Rb (solid semiir-les) exludes also those MSSM parameters for whih jF s=F dj = jF s=FSMj .0:55. Similarly, for �Ms = 20/ps the bound (4) gives jF s=F dj > 0:69whereas "K and Rb require jF s=F dj & 0:75. For values of jF s=F dj at thelower edge of the allowed range the value of jVtdj extrated from �Ms=�Mdis smaller than in the SM (for example, for �Ms = (15 � 0:5)=ps andjF s=F dj = 0:6 or for �Ms = (20 � 0:5)=ps and jF s=F dj = 0:8 jVtdj = (6:0�7:3) � 10�3). Note however, that for �1 > F s=F d > �1:3 for �Ms =(15� 0:5)=ps (�1 > F s=F d > �1:76 for �Ms = (20� 0:5)=ps) the value ofjVtdj an be bigger than in the SM. Of ourse, large departures of jF s=F djfrom 1 disussed here are ompatible with �Ms and �Md separately pro-vided the lattie fators FBsqB̂Bs and FBdqB̂Bd assume appropriate values(whih however remain within their respetive unertainties). The orrela-tion of FBsqB̂Bs and FBdqB̂Bd is again positive (although weaker than inthe previous ase): smaller F s=F d = F s=FSM requires bigger FBsqB̂Bs (toreprodue �Ms) and leads to smaller value of jVtdj whih in turn alls forbigger FBdqB̂Bd to reprodue �Md.4 Note that this puts severe onstraints on the senario with tan � < 1: stops, harginosand H+ would have to be very heavy in order their ontribution to B0s� �B0s mixingdesribed by F s be su�iently suppressed.



2338 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiek4. Impat of the salar penguinsAs has been pointed out in Ref. [23℄, the reliable alulation of the �avourhanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings in the MSSM requires resummationof the tan� enhaned terms. Furthermore, as demonstrated in Refs. [24,25℄there are also tan� enhaned orretions to the ouplings of the hargedHiggs and Goldstone bosons whih a�et the box diagram ontribution ofthese partiles to the Wilson oe�ients of the e�etive Hamiltonian (1).Tehnial details and systemati study of all these re�nements an be foundin [20℄ and will be not disussed here. They are however inluded in thenumerial results presented below.The role of the salar penguin indued �avour hanging neutral Higgsboson ouplings is twofold. Firstly, for tan� & 30 a big portion of theMSSM parameter spae (the bigger the higher is the lower experimentallimit on �Ms) in whih the parameter At is large (and hene the mixingof left and right top squarks is substantial) is exluded by the bound (4)and its re�nement related to onstraints on �� and �� from "K and jVub=Vbjdisussed in the preeding setion. Typial dependene of F s=FSM on theMSSM parameters is shown in �gure 5. For � > 0 the resummation oftan � enhaned terms mentioned above inreases [23℄ the value of F s=FSM(i.e. suppresses the negative ontribution of the �avour hanging ouplingsof neutral Higgs bosons) ompared to the naive one-loop alulation of Ref.[11,26℄. For � < 0, however, the e�ets of the �avour hanging ouplings areenhaned by the resummation. The parameters in �gure 5 has been hosenso that �At has always the sign [25℄ whih allows for anellation of the tH+and hargino-stop ontributions to the amplitude of the �B ! Xs deay.Seondly, the same �avour hanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings whih(through the double penguin diagrams) a�et the B0s� �B0s mixing has beenfound [17,19,26℄ to totally dominate for tan� & 30 amplitudes of the deaysB0s;d ! �+��. Calulating the diagram shown in Fig. 6 one �nds [19, 26℄A(B0q ! �+��) = �u(k1) �b+ a5� v(k2) ; (5)where q = s or d, u(k1), v(k2) are spinors of the �nal state leptons, and(without resummations, with MH �MA et.)a = b = �V �tbVtqmlFBq GF�em8p2s2W M2BqM2A m2tM2W XtC tan3 � :Therefore, in the MSSM with large tan� the deay rate behaves asBR (B0s;d ! �+��) / (tan6 �=M4A) and � without additional onstraintimposed � ould, for tan � & 50 and the Higgs bosons not too heavy, even
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Fig. 5. F s=FSM as a funtion of tan� and MH+ for the lighter hargino mass750 GeV and jM2=�j = 1. Solid and dashed lines orrespond to stop masses (inGeV) (500, 850) whereas dotted and dot�dashed lines to (600, 750). The mixingangle between the two stops is j�~tj = 10o. Solid and dotted (dashed and dot�dashed) lines orrespond to � < 0 (� > 0) and the stop mixing angle has the signopposite to that of �. m~g = 3M2 and the right sbottom mass is 800 GeV.exeed the present experimental bounds [5℄BR(B0s ! �+��) < 2:0 � 10�6CDF ;BR(B0d ! �+��) < 2:1 � 10�7BaBar : (6)That is, the rates predited in the MSSM ould exeed by 3�4 orders ofmagnitude those of the SM [7, 27, 28℄:BR(B0s ! �+��)SM � 3:5� 10�9 � FBs230 MeV�2 ;BR(B0d ! �+��)SM � 1:4� 10�10 � FBd200 MeV�2� jVtdj0:009�2 :However, as we have disussed above, for light A0 the magnitude ofthe �avour hanging salar ouplings bRA0sL and bRH0sL (and, hene, alsoof the ouplings bRA0dL and bRH0dL, beause in the GMFV MSSM theyare proportional to the former ones) is strongly onstrained by the ondition(4). Therefore one an expet that also the ontribution of the neutral Higgsboson exhange shown in �gure 6 to the amplitudes of the B0s;d ! �+��deays is bounded by the ondition (4). In other words, the lower limiton �Ms should put the upper bound on the possible values of BR (B0s;d !�+��) predited in the MSSM.
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h0,H0,A0bLsR; dR l�l+tan2 � tan�

Fig. 6. Flavour hanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings ontribution to the ampli-tude of the B0s;d ! l+l� deays.Figure 7, shows the orrelation of the predited values of BR(B0s;d !�+��) and �Ms for a sample of the MSSM parameters for MA = 200 GeVand tan� = 50. In the ase of the BR(B0d ! �+��) we have determinedthe value of jVtdj onsistently, that is we have sanned over the Wolfensteinparameters �, A, �� and �� as well as over the nonperturbative parametersFBqqB̂Bq and omputed the rate only for those �, A, �� and �� for whih �K ,�Md, sin 2�ut, jVub=Vbj assumed aeptable values. We have also exludedall points for whih the rate of the �B ! Xs is unaeptable.

Fig. 7. Correlation of BR (B0s ! �+��) (left panel) and BR (B0d ! �+��) (rightpanel) with �Ms in the GMFV-type MSSM for tan� = 50 and MA = 200 GeV.In this ase all points for whih F s=FSM < �0:52 (so that �Ms > 15=ps) giveBR (B0s ! �+��) above the CDF bound (6) and have been disarded.



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2341The upper bounds on BR(B0s;d ! �+��) are learly seen in �gure 7. Fortan � = 50 andMA = 200 GeV all points for whih F s=FSM < �0:52 (so that�Ms > 15=ps) give BR (B0s ! �+��) above the CDF bound (6) and ex-luding also points for whih �Ms < 15=ps we see, that BR (B0s ! �+��) <10�6 and BR (B0d ! �+��) < 3� 10�8. Points for whih F s=FSM < �0:52an survive for smaller values of tan� and/or heavier CP-odd salar A0(note that BR / tan6 �=M4A whereas �Ms / jF sj / tan4 �=M2A). Inthis ase however both, �Ms and BR (B0s;d ! �+��) are entirely dom-inated by the ontributions of the salar penguins and it is easy to es-timate that whenever BR (B0s ! �+��) is below the CDF bound (6),BR (B0d ! �+��) . 6� 10�8, i.e. it is below the BaBar bound (6).We onlude that the MSSM parameter spae in whih the parameter Atis not unnaturally big (that is, At . MSUSY) is more strongly onstrainedby the lower limit on �Ms than by the non-observation of the B0s;d ! �+��deays in CDF and BaBar. In partiular the bound BR(B0d ! �+��) <3�10�8 holds. For parameters suh that F s=FSM < �0:52 (larger At) thereis a weaker upper bound BR(B0d ! �+��) & 6� 10�85. Flavour violation in squark mass matriesIn supersymmetri extension of the SM, �avour and CP violation anoriginate also in the sfermion setor. In general, the 6 � 6 mass squaredmatries of left- and right-hiral sfermions of the same eletri harge havethe form5 M2Q = 0��MQLL�2 �MQLR�2�MQRL�2 �MQRR�21A Q = U;D;L ;where �MQLL�2 et. are 3� 3 submatries. If the latter are not diagonal inthe so-alled superCKM basis, in whih quark mass matries are diagonal,then their o�-diagonal entries generate �avour hanging neutral urrents.For example, large, / �2s, ontributions to K0� �K0 or B0s;d� �B0s;d mixing arethen indued by the gluino box diagrams shown in �gure 8. In this �gurethe o�-diagonal entries of matries �MQXY �2 are treated as additional inter-ations (the so-alled mass insertion approximation [15, 29, 30℄). As theseontributions are not proportional to the CKM matrix fators the e�etiveHamiltonian (1) for j�F j = 2 transitions has to be now written asHe� =XX CXOX ;5 Exept for sneutrinos whose mass squared matrix onsists of the LL 3� 3 blok only.



2342 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiekwhere CX are the Wilson oe�ients omputed in the MSSM and OX arethe same four-quark operators as in Eq. (1). Assuming for de�niteness thatspartile masses are of the order of MSUSY = 500 GeV, and taking intoaount the QCD RG running of CX between MSUSY and the hadronisale as well as matrix elements of the operators OX between the mesonstates in the manner desribed in [22℄ one obtains for the supersymmetriontribution to the K0� �K0 transition amplitude:h �K0jHe� jK0i � MKF 2K �0:15 �CVLLSUSY + CVRRSUSY�� 6:0 �CSLLSUSY +CSRRSUSY��11:5 �CTLSUSY + CTRSUSY�� 13:84CVLRSUSY + 22:48CSLRSUSY� ;(7)where we have used �s(MZ) = 0:1185. The large numerial fators6 in theseond line originate from the RG running and from the hiral enhanementfator (MK=(ms+md))2 � 18 forms(2 GeV) = 110 MeV. For the supersym-metri ontribution to the B0q - �B0q transition amplitude one has to replaein Eq. (7) MKF 2K by MBqF 2Bq (q = d or s) and the numbers in the squarebraket by: 0:24, �0:49, �0:94, �0:97 and 1:27, respetively. Note, thatthere is no hiral enhanement in this ase as (MBq=(mb +md))2 � 1:65.
dI dJdJ dI~g~g~d ~dÆDXY ÆDXY / �2s

Fig. 8. Contribution of gluino-squark box diagrams neutral meson mixing. Crossesdenote mass insertions.Using the standard formulae�MK = 2 Re h �K0jHe� jK0i ;"K = ei�=4p2�MK Im h �K0jHe� jK0i ;�Mq = 2 jh �B0q jHe� jB0q ij6 Some unertainties of order few perent in these numbers are due to the unertaintiesof the BXK fators parameterising matrix elements of the operators OX for X=SLL,SRR, VLR, SLR, TL, TR. [9℄



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2343and plugging in numbers one �nds�MK = 3:87 � 104 Re �M2~q � [: : :℄� 1 TeVM2~q !2 ps�1 ;"K = �2:58 � 106 Im �M2~q � [: : :℄� 1 TeVM2~q !2 ei�=4 ;�Md = 6:45 � 105 Re �M2~q � [: : :℄� 1 TeVM2~q !2 ps�1 ;�Ms = 8:78 � 105 Re �M2~q � [: : :℄� 1 TeVM2~q !2 ps�1 ; (8)where M2~q is some average mass of squarks and [: : :℄ denote the ontent ofsquare brakets from Eq. (7) appropriate for a given transition.In the lowest order in the mass insertion approximation eah of the Wil-son oe�ients CX for j�F j = 2 transitions like K0� �K0 and B0q� �B0q anbe represented as a produt of a funtion of M2~q and m~g and of two massinsertions de�ned as [15, 29, 30℄(ÆDXY )JI = [(MDXY )2℄JIM2~q ;where X;Y =L,R, and the indies J; I label generations. Negleting ontri-butions other than those generated by gluino exhanges, one hasCVLLSUSY = a �2s �(ÆDLL)JI�2 ; CVRRSUSY = b �2s �(ÆDRR)JI�2 ;CSLRSUSY / �2s �a0 (ÆDLL)JI(ÆDRR)JI + b0 (ÆDLR)JI(ÆDRL)JI� (9)et. [30℄, where JI = 21, 31 and 32 for K0� �K0, B0d� �B0d and B0s� �B0s transi-tions, respetively.Comparison of the numbers in Eqs. (8) with the experimental values:�MK = 0:0053=ps, "K = 2:28 � 10�3 and �Md = 0:496=ps illustrates theso-alled supersymmetri �avour and CP problem: taking into aount thatthe dimensionless fators M2~q � [: : :℄ in Eqs. (8) are � O(1), it is lear thatthe typial ontribution to �MK , "K , �MBq and to many other measuredquantities like "0=", BR ( �B ! Xs) [15, 31, 32℄, et. in the MSSM withthe �avour and CP violation in squark mass matries is several orders ofmagnitude too big. Any theory of supersymmetry breaking has to fae theproblem of explaining the smallness of the mass insertions ÆQXY .



2344 P.H. Chankowski, J. RosiekAdopting the rough riterion that the gluino ontribution alone to j�MK jand j"K j should not exeed the experimental values of these quantities (andbarring possible anellation between di�erent mass insertions) one obtainsfor small and moderate values of tan � the limits shown in the middle olumnof Table I. For omparison in the �rst olumn we show the limits obtainedin the paper [30℄. The di�erenes stem from slightly di�erent treatment ofthe NLO QCD RG evolution and of the matrix elements of the operatorsinvolved (our approah is based on Ref. [22℄) but are inessential for the orderof magnitude estimates of the limits. TABLE IUpper limits on mass insertions obtained from "K for M~q = 500 GeV. The limitssale approximately asM2~q . x � (m~g=M~q)2. Limits on �(ÆD12)2RR� are the same as for�(ÆD12)2LL�. As follows from numbers in the �rst two of Eqs. (8), the orrespondinglimits on real parts of the produt of insertions are simply 12:5 times weaker thanthose given below. (This simple rule is not satis�ed by the numbers quoted inRef. [30℄.) Ref. [30℄ ~g ~glow tan� tan� = 50x qjIm �(ÆD12)2LL� j0.3 2:9� 10�3 2:7� 10�3 2:5� 10�31.0 6:1� 10�3 6:0� 10�3 1:7� 10�34.0 1:4� 10�2 1:5� 10�2 2:0� 10�39.0 � 1:4� 10�2 2:4� 10�3x qjIm �(ÆD12)2LR� j (j(ÆD12)LRj � j(ÆD12)RLj)0.3 3:4� 10�4 2:5� 10�4 2:2� 10�41.0 3:7� 10�4 2:9� 10�4 2:2� 10�44.0 5:2� 10�4 4:2� 10�4 2:5� 10�44.0 � 6:5� 10�4 6:9� 10�4x qjIm �(ÆD12)LL(ÆD12)RR� j0.3 1:1� 10�4 8:2� 10�5 8:0� 10�51.0 1:3� 10�4 9:5� 10�5 9:2� 10�54.0 1:8� 10�4 1:4� 10�4 1:3� 10�49.0 � 1:9� 10�4 1:8� 10�4It is interesting to note, that beause "K puts stringent bounds onlyon imaginary parts of produts of two mass insertions, bounds on almostreal and almost imaginary mass insertions are provided only by �MK and



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2345are order of magnitude weaker, although suh a onspiray seems not verynatural. Stronger absolute bound on the imaginary part of the mass insertionitself exist only for (ÆDLR)12 and follows from "0=": jIm(ÆDLR)12j . 10�5 [29,33℄.For mass insertions generating transitions between the third and the �rsttwo generations of quarks only muh weaker bounds are available. Limitson (ÆDXY )13 insertions from the gluino box ontribution to �Md have beenderived reently in Ref. [34℄. Similar limits on (ÆDXY )23 insertions will beomeavailable one �Ms is measured. At present however, stringent boundsfrom the �B ! Xs deay exist only for the insertions (ÆDLR)23 and (ÆDRL)23:j(ÆDLR)23j < 0:07�(M~q=1 TeV). The remaining insertions are bounded ratherweakly [15, 32℄.For large tan� the standard analysis of bounds on mass insertions de-rived from j�F j = 2 transitions based on gluino box diagrams of �gure 8is not su�ient. Salar �avour hanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings angenerate additional ontributions / tan4 � to the Wilson oe�ients CSLRthrough the double penguin diagrams of �gure 2 (ontributions to CSLL,and CSRR Wilson oe�ients are suppressed beause of the mutual anel-lation of H0 and A0 ontributions) and these ontributions have to be takeninto aount. Dominant soure of the �avour hanging neutral Higgs bosonouplings in the ase of �avour violation in squark mass matries are thediagrams (b) and () shown in �gure 3. Calulating those diagrams one getsthe ouplingsL = S0dJR �XSRL�JI dIL + S0dJL �XSLR�JI dIR J 6= I ; (10)where the matrix oe�ients XSRL = (XSLR)y are given by�XSRL�JI = xSd tan2 � e�s3�sW m~g��M2~q ��ÆDLL�IJ mdJMW + mdIMW �ÆDRR�IJ��D(m2~g;M2~q )with xSd = os�, � sin� and i sin� for S0 = H0, h0 or A0, respetively andD(a; b) some dimensionless funtion.It turns out that even the limits on (ÆDLL)12 and (ÆDRR)12 mass insertionsare a�eted by the double penguin ontribution whih is signi�antly en-haned by the big numerial fator multiplying CSLRSUSY in Eq. (7). Thee�et of double penguin ontribution is seen in Table I in the limits onimaginary (and real) parts of [(ÆDLL)12℄2 and [(ÆDRR)12℄2 whih for m~g > M~qbeome stronger by one order of magnitude ompared to similar limits forlower tan � values. That the improvement is seen only for m~g > M~q follows



2346 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosiekfrom the fat that the ouplings (10) are proportional to m~g. The limitson (ÆDLL)12(ÆDRR)12 are not improved beause, as is lear from Eq. (9), thegluino box ontribution to CSLRSUSY ontains already a term proportional to(ÆDLL)12(ÆDRR)12.In the same manner, bounds on the insertions (ÆDLL)13 and (ÆDRR)13 (andwhen �Ms is measured also on (ÆDLL)23 and (ÆDRR)23) derived from B0� �B0mixing [34℄ should also be modi�ed for large values of tan �. We have found,however, that the atual bounds depend also the hargino box and doublepenguin ontributions and an not be therefore presented in a simple way.

Fig. 9. Correlation of BR (B0s ! �+��) (left panel) and BR (B0d ! �+��) (rightpanel) with �Ms in the MSSM with �avour violation in the squark setor. Thesingle nonzero mass insertion �ÆDLL�31 has been varied in the range (0:01; 0:1).tan� = 50 and MA = 200 GeV.Another interesting e�et related to the �avour hanging ouplings (10)generated for large tan� by non-zero LL and/or RR mass insertions is agrowing like tan6 � ontribution to the amplitudes of B0s ! �+�� and/orB0d ! �+�� deays [19℄. Calulating the ontribution of the diagram shownin �gure 6 with the ouplings (10) one �nds for the oe�ients a in theamplitude (5)a = FBqml e2�s12�s2WM2W M2BM2A tan3 � "m~g��M2~q �ÆDLL�3q + m~g�M2~q �ÆDRR�3q#�D(m2~g;M2~q ) ;



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2347where q = d = 1 and q = s = 2 for B0d and B0s deays, respetively, and theoe�ient b in the amplitude (5) is given by the similar expression with +hanged to � in the square braket. It has been shown [19℄, that for tan� �50,MA & 200 GeV and with mass insertions of order 0:1 the branhing ratiospredited in the MSSM an exeed by one or two orders of magnitude thepresent experimental limits (6). It is however important to hek whetherthis remains true when all the available onstraints are respeted, inludingthe ones imposed by �Ms and �Md and taking onsistently into aount thedouble penguin ontributions to these quantities. The results of this exeriseare shown in �gure 9 where we show the branhing ratios of the deaysB0s ! �+�� and B0d ! �+�� versus the mass di�erene �Ms for a sample ofthe MSSM parameters varying the insertion �ÆDLL�31 in the range (0:01; 0:1).All points giving rise to experimentally unaeptable values of �Md and/orBR ( �B ! Xs) have been disarded Points for whih F s < 0 have beendisarded as well. Sine we set the insertions �ÆDLL�32 and �ÆDRR�32 equalto zero the inrease of BR (B0s ! �+��) ompared to the SM preditionseen in the left panel of �gure 9 is mainly due to the e�ets disussed inSetion 4.It is lear form �gure 9 that even with all the uts imposed the possiblevalues of the branhing ratio BR (B0d ! �+��) an still be above the presentexperimental limit (6) whih means that the non-observation of the B0d !�+�� deay imposes nontrivial onstraints on the MSSM parameter spaeand on the mass insertions �ÆDLL�31 and �ÆDRR�31.Finally, omparison the possible e�ets in the MSSM without and with�avour violation in the squark mass matries (�gures 7 and 9, respetively)leads to the interesting onlusion that, within the supersymmetri frame-work, observation of the B0d ! �+�� deay at the level lose to the presentBaBar limit (6) (i.e. with BR above � 6 � 10�8 in general and above� 3� 10�8 if unnaturally large and very unlikely values of the stop mixingparameters At are not taken into aount), apart for implying that the saleof the Higgs setor is not far from the eletroweak sale, would be a verystrong evidene of non-minimal �avour violation in the quark setor.6. E�ets of �avour violation in the lepton setorTo omplete the piture of �avour violation in the supersymmetri ex-tension of the SM model we disuss brie�y also the lepton setor.To aount for the observed atmospheri and solar neutrino osillations[36℄ the analog of the CKM mixing matrix, the so-alled Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata mixing matrix [35℄, has to be introdued in the leptoni setor ofthe SM or the MSSM. Under the assumption that the mixing ours onlybetween the three know neutrino �avours (no sterile neutrinos) whih is



2348 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosieksupported by the SNO results [37℄, the MNS matrix U is of dimension 3� 3and is usually parameterised in a similar way as the CKM matrixU = 0� 1213 s1213 s13� � s2313� � 23131A ; (11)where 12 = os �12 et. and where we show only the entries diretly relatedto observed osillations and negleted all possible CP violating phases. Non-zero angles �12 and �23 are responsible for solar and atmospheri neutrinoosillations, respetively.The pattern of U emerging from the experimental data [38, 39℄jU11j � jU12j � 1p2 ;jU23j � jU33j � 1p2 ;jU13j � 0 (12)is alled bi-maximal mixing and is distintly di�erent from the hierarhialpattern of the CKM matrix.Nontrivial mixing matrix U (11) indues of ourse also �avour violatingproesses with harged leptons, suh a �! e or Z0 ! e� et. but at rateswhih are unmeasurably small (e.g. BR(�! e) < 10�50) for neutrino masssquared di�erenes required to explain the SuperKamiokande data:�m2atm � m2�3 �m2�2 � 3:2� 10�3 eV2 ;�m2sol � m2�2 �m2�1 � O �10�4� eV2and masses ompatible with onstraints imposed by osmology(Pam�a < few eV). Thus, if the MNS mixing matrix is the only soureof �avour violation in the leptoni setor, neutrino osillations remain theonly observable lepton �avour violating phenomenon.In supersymmetri extension of the SM lepton �avour violation an orig-inate also in the slepton mass squared matries. Existing experimental up-per bounds: BR(� ! e) < 10�11, BR (� ! e(�)) < 10�6 put stringentonstraint only on the mass insertion j �ÆlLR�12 j whih has to be smallerthan 10�5; onstraints on the other sleptoni mass insertions are of order offew �10�1 [15℄.Interesting links between the lepton �avour violation originating in theslepton setor and neutrino masses and mixing exist in the see-saw senarioin whih observed small neutrino masses result from exhanges of right-handed neutrinos �R of masses M�R � 1010 � 1014 GeV in the GUT-type



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 2349framework. Firstly, the RG running of the parameters of the theory betweenthe sales MGUT and M�R neessarily indues lepton �avour violating massinsertions. It turns out that the experimental limits on �! e, � ! e(�)deays put interesting onstraints on realizations of the see-saw mehanismin the GUT-type senarios [40℄. Seondly, lepton �avour violating origi-nating in the slepton setor an in�uene neutrino masses and mixing viaquantum orretions below the sale M�R . Let us disuss this point in somedetails.Quantum orretions to neutrino masses and mixing below the M�Rsale are of two types. The �rst one are the orretions depending onln(M�R=MW ) whih are aounted for by integrating the renormalisationgroup equations [41℄ of the dimension 5 operator between the sales M�Rand MW . The most interesting aspet of the RG equations is their �xedpoint struture [42℄: whenever the RG running is substantial, the mixingangles evolve in suh a way that at the MW sale either U31 = 0 or U32 = 0.In both ases one gets the following relation between the mixing anglessin2 2�12 = s213(s223213 + s213)2 sin2 2�23 :Beause of the CHOOZ limit s213 < 0:16 [39℄ this is inompatible with the bi-maximal mixing pattern (12) favoured by the solar and atmospheri neutrinodata. This means that always for exat three-fold or two-fold degeneray ofneutrino masses at the saleM�R , or for approximate degeneraies of neutri-nos having the same CP parities, when the RG running is substantial [42℄,the mixing angles obtained from the see-saw mehanism are phenomenolog-ially unaeptable. Note also that these are preisely the most interestingases: three-fold degeneray of neutrinos will be required if the neutrinolessdouble beta deay is found at the level requiring mee� � 0:5 eV. More gener-ally, see-saw senarios giving naturally large mixing angles may be easier to�nd if the spetrum of neutrino masses is (approximately) degenerate.The unaeptable pattern of mixing generated by RG running an how-ever be hanged by the seond type of quantum orretions to the neutrinomass matrix � the so-alled low energy threshold orretions � if there issome lepton �avour violation in the slepton setor [43℄.In the basis in whih the neutrino mass matrix (m0�)AB generated bythe underlying see-saw mehanism is diagonal the orreted neutrino massmatrix an be written as [45, 46℄m(0)�a Æab + hUT �ITm(0)� +m(0)� I� ; Uiab ; (13)where U is the unorreted MNS matrix andIAB = IABth � ÆABIArg (14)



2350 P.H. Chankowski, J. Rosieksummarises the RG (IArg) and low energy threshold (IABth ) orretions. Themost interesting part of the latter orretions take the form [45℄IABth � �ÆlLL�AB � f(M2~l ;m2C) ;where the funtion of hargino and slepton masses f is typially of orderfew�(10�4 � 10�3) (ontributions of ÆlRR and ÆlLR to IABth are smaller). Foromparison, for M�R � 1010 GeV, I�rg � 10�5 � tan2 �, and I�rg, Ierg arenegligible.In the ase of the (approximate) degeneray of the zeroth order neutrinomasses m(0)�a � m(0)�b the matrix U is �xed by the onditionXAB UAaIABUBb = 0 (15)(the freedom U ! U �Rab, where Rab is an arbitrary rotation of the �a and�b neutrino �elds, is used to diagonalise the �perturbation�). This leads tothe �xed point-like relations between the mixing angles whih are di�erentthan the RG evolution provided jIABth j & jIArgej [43℄.As an example onsider initial degeneray of the three neutrinos m�a �m�b � �m� and only one dominant orretion IABth . In this ase interestingresults are obtained for m�1 � m�3 (or m�2 � m�3) and dominant I��thorretion (i.e. (ÆlLL)23 6= 0). The ondition (15) then givess13 = � ot 2�23 tan �12 (ot �12)whih is ompatible with the bi-maximal mixing and small U13 = s13 ele-ment. Moreover, for the mass squared di�erenes one obtains�m2sol = �4m2� os 2�12 sin 2�23I��th�m2atm = �4m2�(1 + os2 �12) sin 2�23I��ththat is, for the bi-maximal mixing:�m232 � �m221 � 0in agreement with the experimental information. �m2atm � 3 � 10�3 eV2requires thenm� � 1 eV2 and (ÆlLL)23 � 0:5 with the interesting impliationsfor the � ! � deay. �m2sol of right magnitude an be generated either bydeparture from �12 = �=4 or, by another, hierarhially smaller, orretion:�avour onserving IAB = IAÆAB with either I� 6= 0 or I� 6= 0 (e.g. I� 6=0 from RG running for not too large value of tan �), or �avour violatingorretion Ie�th , or Ie�th .There an be, of ourse, other interesting ases with more ompliatedinterplay of RG and low energy threshold orretions [44, 46℄.



Supersymmetry (at Large tan�) and Flavour Physis 23517. SummaryWe have reviewed reent developments in exploring �avour dynamis inthe supersymmetri extension of the Standard Model. Emphasis has beenput on possible interesting e�ets in b-physis arising for large values of tan�and not too high a sale of the MSSM Higgs boson setor, both in the aseof minimal �avour violation and in the ase of �avour violation originatingin the sfermion setor. We have disussed the importane of the �avourhanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings generated by the salar penguindiagrams and their role in onstraining the MSSM parameter spae. Wehave shown that in the ase of minimal �avour violation the experimentallower limit on B0s� �B0s mass di�erene onstrains branhing frations of thedeays B0d;s ! �+�� possible in the MSSM. We have also pointed out thatobservation of the B0d ! �+�� deay with BR at the level & 3� 10�8 (andeven lower if �Ms turns out to be bigger than 15/ps) would be a strongindiation of nonminimal �avour violation in the quark setor. Flavourviolation onneted with neutrino osillations has been also disussed. It hasbeen argued that in some physially interesting situations �avour violationoriginating in the slepton mass matries an be responsible (at least in part)for observed pattern of the neutrino mixing and mass squared di�erenes.We would like to thank A.J. Buras and �. Sªawianowska in ollabora-tion with whom some of the results presented here have been worked out.The work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) grant 5 P03B 119 20 for 2001-2002 and by the EC Con-trat HPRN-CT-2000-00148 for years 2000-2004. The work of J.R. was alsosupported by the German Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forshungunder the ontrat 05HT1WOA3 and the Deutshe Forshung GemainshaftProjet Bu. 706/1-1. REFERENCES[1℄ See e.g. A. Riotto, hep-ph/9807454.[2℄ M. Olehowski, S. Pokorski, Phys. Lett. B214, 393 (1988).[3℄ L. Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1945 (1983).[4℄ A.J. Buras, M.E. Lautenbaher, G. Ostermaier, Phys. Rev. D50, 3433 (1994).[5℄ R. Aleksan, talk at the Plank 2002 Meeting, May 24�29, Kazimierz Dolny,Poland.[6℄ A.J. Buras, hep-ph/0101336.[7℄ A.J. Buras in Probing the Standard Model of Partile Interations, eds.F. David, R. Gupta, Elsevier Siene B.V., 1998.
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